Motor domain mutation traps kinesin as a microtubule rigor complex.
Conventional kinesin is a highly processive, microtubule-based motor protein that drives the movement of membranous organelles in neurons. Using in vivo genetics in Drosophila melanogaster, Glu164 was identified as an amino acid critical for kinesin function [Brendza, K. M., Rose, D. J., Gilbert, S. P., and Saxton, W. M. (1999) J. Biol. Chem. 274, 31506-31514]. Glu164 is located at the beta-strand 5a/loop 8b junction of the catalytic core and projects toward the microtubule binding face in close proximity to key residues on beta-tubulin helix alpha12. Substitution of Glu(164) with alanine (E164A) results in a dimeric kinesin with a dramatic reduction in the microtubule-activated steady-state ATPase (5 s(-1) per site versus 22 s(-1) per site for wild-type). Our analysis shows that E164A binds ATP and microtubules with a higher affinity than wild-type kinesin. The rapid quench and stopped-flow results provide evidence that ATP hydrolysis is significantly faster and the precise coordination between the motor domains is disrupted. The data reveal an E164A intermediate that is stalled on the microtubule and cannot bind and hydrolyze ATP at the second head.